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Abstract 44 

The status signalling hypothesis aims to explain conspecific variation in 45 

ornamentation by suggesting that some ornaments signal dominance status. Here, 46 

we use multilevel meta-analytic models to challenge the textbook example of this 47 

hypothesis, the black bib of house sparrows (Passer domesticus). We conducted a 48 

systematic review, and obtained raw data from published and unpublished studies to 49 

test whether dominance rank is positively associated with bib size across studies. 50 

Contrary to previous studies, our meta-analysis did not support this prediction. 51 

Furthermore, we found several biases in the literature that further question the 52 

support available for the status signalling hypothesis. First, the overall effect size of 53 

unpublished studies was zero, compared to the medium effect size detected in 54 

published studies. Second, the effect sizes of published studies decreased over 55 

time, and recently published effects were, on average, no longer distinguishable from 56 

zero. We discuss several explanations including pleiotropic, population- and context-57 

dependent effects. Our findings call for reconsidering this established textbook 58 

example in evolutionary and behavioural ecology, raise important concerns about the 59 

validity of the current scientific publishing culture, and should stimulate renewed 60 

interest in understanding within-species variation in ornamental traits.  61 

 62 

 63 

 64 

 65 
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Introduction 66 

Plumage ornamentation is a very striking example of colour and pattern diversity in 67 

the animal kingdom, and has attracted a lot of research [1]. Most studies have 68 

focused on sexual selection as the key mechanism to explain this diversity in 69 

ornamentation [2,3]. The status signalling hypothesis explains conspecific variation 70 

in ornaments by suggesting that these traits signal individual dominance status or 71 

fighting ability [4]. Aggressive contests are costly in terms of energy use, and risk of 72 

injuries and predation [5–9]. These costs could be reduced if individuals can predict 73 

the outcome of such contests beforehand using so-called “badges of status” – 74 

individuals could base the decision of whether to avoid or engage in aggressive 75 

interactions based on the signal’s message [4]. 76 

Patches of ornamentation have been suggested to function as badges of status in a 77 

wide range of taxa, including insects [10], reptiles [11] and birds [12]. The status 78 

signalling hypothesis was originally proposed to explain variation in the size of 79 

mountain sheep horns [13,14], but the hypothesis has become increasingly 80 

important in the study of variability in plumage ornamentation in birds [4,12]. Among 81 

the many bird species studied [15], the house sparrow (Passer domesticus) has 82 

become the classic textbook example of status signalling [2,12,16,17]. The house 83 

sparrow is a sexually dimorphic passerine, in which the main difference between the 84 

sexes is a prominent black patch on the male’s throat and chest (hereafter “bib”). 85 

Many studies have suggested that bib size serves as a badge of status, but most 86 

studies are based on limited sample sizes, and have used inconsistent 87 

methodologies for measuring bib and dominance status [15,18]. 88 
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Meta-analysis is a powerful tool to quantitatively test the overall (across-study) effect 89 

size (i.e. the “meta-analytic mean”) for a specific hypothesis. Meta-analyses are 90 

therefore able to provide more robust conclusions than single studies, and are 91 

increasingly used in evolutionary ecology [19–22]. Traditional meta-analyses 92 

combine summary data across different studies, where design and methodology are 93 

study-specific (e.g. effect sizes among studies are typically adjusted for different 94 

fixed effects). These differences among studies are expected to increase 95 

heterogeneity, and therefore, the uncertainty of the meta-analytic mean [23]. Meta-96 

analysis of primary or raw data is a specific type of meta-analysis where studies can 97 

be analysed in a consistent manner [23]. This type of meta-analysis allows 98 

methodology to be standardized so that comparable effect sizes can be obtained 99 

across studies and is, therefore, considered the gold standard in disciplines such as 100 

medicine [24]. Unfortunately, meta-analysis of primary data is still rarely used in 101 

evolutionary ecology (but see [25–27]), perhaps due to the difficulty of obtaining the 102 

primary data of previously published studies [28].  103 

An important feature of any meta-analysis is to identify the existence of bias in the 104 

literature [20,29]. For example, publication bias occurs whenever particular effect 105 

sizes (e.g. larger ones) are more likely found in the literature than others (e.g. 106 

smaller ones). This tends to be the case when statistical significance and/or direction 107 

of effect sizes determines whether results were submitted or accepted for publication 108 

[29]. Thus, publication bias can strongly affect the estimation of the meta-analytic 109 

mean, and distort the interpretation of the hypothesis [30]. Several methods have 110 

been developed to identify this and other biases [20,29]; however, such methods are 111 

imperfect, dependent on the number of effect sizes available, and therefore should 112 

be considered as types of sensitivity analysis [20,31]. 113 
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Here we meta-analytically assessed the textbook example of the status signalling 114 

hypothesis in the house sparrow. Specifically, we combined summary and primary 115 

data from published and unpublished studies to test the prediction that dominance 116 

rank is positively associated with bib size across studies. We found that the meta-117 

analytic mean was small, uncertain and overlapped zero. Hence, our results 118 

challenge the status signalling function of the male house sparrow’s bib. Also, we 119 

identified several biases in the published literature that call for substantial changes in 120 

scientific publication culture. Finally, we discuss potential biological explanations for 121 

our results, and provide advice for future studies testing the status signalling 122 

hypothesis. 123 

Results 124 

Overall, we obtained the primary data for seven of 13 (54%) published studies, and 125 

we provided data for six additional unpublished studies (Table 1, S1 and S2 126 

Appendix).  127 

 128 

Table 1. Studies used in the meta-analyses and meta-regressions testing the across-study 129 

relationship between dominance rank and bib size in male house sparrows. 130 

Study 

ID 
Reference 

Population 

ID 

Primary 

data? 

Number of 

groups1 

Total number 

of males2 
Comments 

1 
Ritchison 

1985 

Kentucky 

(captivity) 
No 3 35 

 

2 
Møller 

1987 

Denmark 

(wild) 
Yes 3 37 

 

3 

Andersson 

& Åhlund 

1991 

Sweden 

(captivity) 
No 10 20 

Estimate originally 

reported as statistically 

non-significant. 
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4 

Solberg & 

Ringsby 

1997 

Norway 

(captivity) 
Yes 5 44 

 

5 
Liker & 

Barta 2001 

Hungary 

(captivity) 
Yes 1 10 

 

6 
Gonzalez 

et al. 2002 

Spain 

(captivity) 
No 8 41 

 

7 
Hein et al. 

2003 

Kentucky 

(wild) 
Yes 4 39 

 

8 
Riters et 

al. 2004 

Wisconsin 

(captivity) 
No 4 20 

 

9 
Lindström 

et al. 2005 

New Jersey 

(captivity) 
No 4 28 

Author shared processed 

data, but group ID was 

unavailable, so data were 

not re-analysed. 

10 
Bókony et 

al. 2006 

Hungary 

(captivity) 
Yes 2 19 

 

11 
Buchanan 

et al. 2010 

Scotland 

(captivity) 
No 

14 

5 

56 

20 

Groups were tested twice. 

Post-breeding estimates 

originally reported as 

statistically non-significant.  

12 
Dolnik & 

Hoi 2010 

Austria 

(captivity) 
No 

4 

4 

31 

31 

Groups were tested twice. 

Pre-infection estimates 

originally reported as 

statistically non-significant. 

13 

Rojas 

Mora et al. 

2016 

Switzerland 

(captivity) 
Yes 14 56 

 

14 
Lendvai et 

al. 

Hungary 

(captivity) 
Yes3 4 46 

Unpublished data part of: 

[45,46]  

15 Tóth et al. 
Hungary 

(captivity) 
Yes3 3 35 

Unpublished data part of: 

[46,47]  
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16 
Bókony et 

al. 

Hungary 

(captivity) 
Yes3 4 26 

Unpublished data part of: 

[46,48] 

17 
Sánchez-

Tójar et al.  

Germany 

(captivity) 
Yes3 4 95 

Unpublished study 

conducted in 2014. 

18 

 

Sánchez-

Tójar et al.  

Lundy Island 

(wild) 
Yes3 7 172 

Unpublished study 

conducted from 2013-

2016. 

19 Westneat  
Kentucky 

(captivity) 
Yes3 10 40 

Unpublished study 

conducted in 2005. 

1 for primary data = yes, groups of birds containing less than 4 individuals were not included (see 131 

Materials and Methods).2 Note: since most studies analysed more than one group of birds, the total 132 

number of males is different from group size in most cases (see below). 3 Information for the 133 

unpublished datasets is available in S2 Appendix. 134 

 135 

Dominance hierarchies 136 

Mean sampling effort was 36 interactions/individual (SD = 24), which highlights that, 137 

overall, dominance hierarchies were inferred reliably across groups [49]. The mean 138 

Elo-rating repeatability was 0.92 (SD = 0.07) and the mean triangle transitivity was 139 

0.63 (SD = 0.28). Thus, the dominance hierarchies observed across groups of house 140 

sparrows were of medium both steepness and transitivity.  141 

Meta-analytic mean  142 

Our meta-analyses revealed a small overall effect size with large 95% credible 143 

intervals that overlapped zero (Table 2; Fig 1). Additionally, the overall heterogeneity 144 

(I2overall) was moderate (53%; Table 2). Thus, our results suggested that generally, 145 

bib size does not predict dominance status in male house sparrows. 146 

 147 
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Table 2. Results of the multilevel meta-analyses on the relationship between dominance rank and bib 148 

size in male house sparrows. Additionally, the results of the Egger’s regressions are shown. 149 

Estimates are presented as standardized effect sizes using Fisher’s transformation (Zr). Both meta 1 150 

and meta 2 include published and unpublished estimates, with meta 2 including two non-reported 151 

estimates assumed to be zero (see section “Meta-analyses”). 152 

Meta-

analysis 
k 

Meta-analytic 

mean 

[95% CrI] 

I2population ID 

[95% CrI] 

(%) 

I2study ID 

[95% CrI] 

(%) 

I2overall 

[95% CrI] 

(%) 

Egger’s 

regression 

[95% CrI] 

meta 1 85 
0.23 

[-0.01,0.45] 

16 

[0,48] 

21 

[0,51] 

53 

[33,73] 

-0.13 

[-0.59,0.27] 

meta 2 87 
0.20 

[-0.01,0.40] 

15 

[0,46] 

20 

[0,49] 

53 

[34,74] 

-0.12 

[-0.55,0.28] 

k = number of estimates; CrI = credible intervals; I2 = heterogeneity. 153 

 154 

Figure 1. Forest plot showing the across-study effect size for the relationship between dominance 155 

rank and bib size in male house sparrows. Both meta 1 and meta 2 include published and 156 

unpublished estimates, with meta 2 including two non-reported estimates assumed to be zero (see 157 

section “Meta-analyses”). We show posterior means and 95% credible intervals from multilevel meta-158 

analyses. Estimates are presented as standardized effect sizes using Fisher’s transformation (Zr). 159 

Light, medium and dark grey show small, medium and large effect sizes, respectively [50]. k is the 160 

number of estimates. 161 
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Moderators of the relationship between dominance rank and bib size 162 

None of the three biological moderators studied (season, group composition and 163 

type of interactions) explained differences among studies (Table 3). Sampling effort 164 

(i.e. the ratio of interactions to individuals recorded) was not an important moderator 165 

either (Table 3). 166 

Table 3. Results of the multilevel meta-regressions testing the effect of several moderators on the 167 

relationship between dominance rank and bib size in male house sparrows. Estimates are presented 168 

as standardized effect sizes using Fisher’s transformation (Zr). 169 

 170 

k = number of estimates; CrI = credible intervals; R2
marginal = percentage of variance explained by the 171 

moderators. The factors season (non-breeding: 0, breeding: 1), group composition (mixed-sex: 0, 172 

male-only: 1), and type of interactions (all: 0, aggressive-only: 1) were mean-centred, and the 173 

covariates “sampling effort” and its squared term were z-transformed. 174 

Meta-regression Estimates Mean [95% CrI] 

meta 1 intercept 0.17 [-0.11,0.46] 

(k = 85) season -0.11 [-0.41,0.21] 

 group composition 0.14 [-0.34,0.59] 

 type of interactions 0.33 [-0.17,0.91] 

 R2
marginal = 23 [2,48] 

meta 2 intercept 0.15 [-0.10,0.45] 

(k = 87) season -0.08 [-0.42,0.22] 

 group composition 0.12 [-0.32,0.62] 

 type of interactions 0.27 [-0.17,0.85] 

 R2
marginal = 20 [0,45] 

sampling effort intercept 0.24 [-0.15,0.55] 

(k = 61) sampling effort 0.11 [-0.49,0.74] 

 sampling effort2 -0.14 [-0.77,0.43] 

 R2
marginal = 8 [0,24] 
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Detection of publication bias 175 

There was no clear asymmetry in the funnel plots (Fig 2). Also, Egger’s regression 176 

tests did not show evidence of funnel plot asymmetry in any of the meta-analyses 177 

(Table 2 and S4 Table). However, published effect sizes were larger than 178 

unpublished ones, and the latter were not different from zero (Table 4; Fig 3). 179 

Additionally, we found evidence for a time-lag bias in the published literature as 180 

effect sizes decreased over time (Table 4; Fig 4).  181 

 182 

 183 

Figure 2. Funnel plots of the meta-analytic residuals against their precision for the meta-analyses 184 

used to test the across-study relationship between dominance rank and bib size in male house 185 

sparrows. Both meta 1 and meta 2 include published (blue) and unpublished (orange) estimates, with 186 

meta 2 including two additional non-reported estimates (grey; see section “Meta-analyses”). 187 

Estimates are presented as standardized effect sizes using Fisher’s transformation (Zr). Precision = 188 

square root of the inverse of the variance. 189 

 190 

 191 
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Table 4. Results of the multilevel meta-regressions testing for time-lag and publication bias in the 192 

literature on status signalling in male house sparrows. Estimates are presented as standardized effect 193 

sizes using Fisher’s transformation (Zr). Credible intervals not overlapping zero are highlighted in 194 

bold.  195 

Meta-regression Estimates Mean [95% CrI] 

time-lag bias intercept 0.26 [0.03,0.57] 

(k = 53) year of publication -0.21 [-0.41,-0.01] 

 R2
marginal = 29 [0,66] 

published vs.  intercept -0.09 [-0.37,0.18] 

unpublished (k = 85) publisheda 0.50 [0.19,0.81] 

 R2
marginal = 38 [0,68] 

k = number of estimates; CrI = credible intervals; R2
marginal = percentage of variance explained by the 196 

moderators; a relative to unpublished. Year of publication was z-transformed. 197 

 198 

Figure 3. Published effect sizes for the status signalling hypothesis in male house sparrows are larger 199 

than unpublished ones. We show posterior means and 95% credible intervals from a multilevel meta-200 

regression. Estimates are presented as standardized effect sizes using Fisher’s transformation (Zr). 201 

Light, medium and dark grey show small, medium and large effects sizes, respectively [50]. k is the 202 

number of estimates. 203 
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 204 

Figure 4. The overall published effect size for the status signalling hypothesis in male house 205 

sparrows has decreased over time since first described (k = 53 estimates from 12 publications). The 206 

solid blue line represents the model estimate, and the shading shows the 95% credible intervals of a 207 

multilevel meta-regression based on published studies (see section “Detection of publication bias”). 208 

Estimates are presented as standardized effect sizes using Fisher’s transformation (Zr). Circle area 209 

represents the size of the group of birds tested to obtain each estimate, where light blue denotes 210 

estimates for which group size is inflated due to birds from different groups being pooled, as opposed 211 

to dark blue where group size is accurate.  212 

 213 

Discussion 214 

The male house sparrow’s bib is not the strong across-study predictor of dominance 215 

status once believed. In contrast to the medium-to-large effect found in the previous 216 

meta-analysis [18], our updated meta-analytic mean was uncertain and overlapped 217 

zero. Thus, the male house sparrows’ bib should not be unambiguously considered 218 

or called a badge of status. Furthermore, we found evidence for the existence of bias 219 

in the published literature that further undermines the validity of the available support 220 
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for the status signalling hypothesis. First, the meta-analytic mean of unpublished 221 

studies was zero, compared to the medium effect size detected in published studies. 222 

Second, we found evidence for a time-lag bias. The effect size estimated in 223 

published studies has been decreasing over time, and recently published effects 224 

were on average no longer distinguishable from zero. Our findings call for 225 

reconsidering this textbook example in evolutionary and behavioural ecology, raise 226 

important concerns about the validity of the current scientific publishing culture, and 227 

should stimulate renewed attention to hypotheses explaining within-species variation 228 

in ornamentation.  229 

The status signalling hypothesis [4] has been extensively tested to try and explain 230 

intraspecific trait variation (e.g. reptiles: [11]; insects: [10]; humans: [51]), particularly 231 

plumage variation [15]. Soon after the first empirical tests on birds, the black bib of 232 

house sparrows became a textbook example of the status signalling hypothesis 233 

[2,12,16,17], an idea that was later confirmed meta-analytically [18]. However, 234 

Nakagawa et al.’s [18] meta-analytic mean was over-estimated because only 9 low-235 

powered studies were available (more in [52]). Here we updated that meta-analysis 236 

with newly published and unpublished data. Our results showed that the overall 237 

effect size is much smaller and much more uncertain than previously thought. The 238 

status signalling hypothesis is thus no longer a compelling explanation for the 239 

evolution of bib size across populations of house sparrows. 240 

Similar contradicting conclusions have been reported for other model species. An 241 

exhaustive review and meta-analysis on plumage coloration of blue tits (Cyanistes 242 

caeruleus) revealed that, after dozens of publications studying the function of 243 

plumage ornamentation in this species, the only robust conclusion is that females’ 244 

plumage differs from that of males [53]. Another example is the long-believed effect 245 
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of leg bands of particular colours on the perceived attractiveness of male zebra 246 

finches (Taeniopygia guttata), which has been also experimentally and meta-247 

analytically refuted [54,55]. Finally, the existence of a badge of status in a non-bird 248 

model species, the paper wasp (Polistes dominulus; [10]) has also been challenged 249 

multiple times (e.g. [56–58]), generating doubts about its generality. Our findings 250 

corroborate studies showing that abundant replication is needed before any strong or 251 

general conclusion can be drawn [59], and highlight the existence of important 252 

impediments to scientific progress in ecology. 253 

Indeed, our results showed that the published literature on status signalling in house 254 

sparrows is likely a biased subsample. The main evidence for this is that the mean 255 

effect size of unpublished studies was essentially zero and clearly different from the 256 

mean effect size based of published studies, which was of medium size. 257 

Furthermore, this moderator (i.e. unpublished vs. published) explained a large 258 

percentage of the model’s variance. In some of our own unpublished datasets, the 259 

relationship between dominance rank and bib size was never formally tested 260 

(Westneat & Bókony, personal communication), suggesting that these unpublished 261 

datasets are not strictly speaking examples of the “file drawer problem” (sensu [60]). 262 

Egger’s regressions failed to detect any funnel plot asymmetry, even in the meta-263 

analyses based on published effect sizes only (S4 Table). However, because 264 

unpublished data indeed existed (i.e. those obtained for this study), the detection 265 

failure was likely the consequence of the limited number of available estimates [61].  266 

An additional common bias in the published literature is the time-lag bias [62]. We 267 

detected evidence for such bias because the correlation between dominance rank 268 

and bib size in published studies has decreased over time. Year of publication 269 

explained a large percentage of variance, and accounting for year of publication 270 
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resulted in a strong reduction of the mean effect size across published studies (Table 271 

4 vs. S4 Table). Time-lag bias has been detected in other ecological studies [63,64], 272 

including a meta-analysis on status signalling across bird species [15]. In the latter 273 

study, a positive overall (across-species) effect size persisted regardless of the time-274 

lag bias, and no strong evidence for other types of biases was found [15]. However, 275 

Santos et al. [15] did not attempt to analyse unpublished data, so additional evidence 276 

is needed to determine the effect that unpublished data have on the overall validity of 277 

the status signalling hypothesis across bird species. If effect sizes based on 278 

unpublished data for other species were of similar magnitude than those obtained for 279 

house sparrows, the validity of the status signalling hypothesis across species would 280 

need reconsideration. The existence of publication bias in ecology has long been 281 

recognized [65–67]. Publication bias leads to false conclusions if not accounted for 282 

[30], and is, thus, a serious impediment to scientific progress.  283 

In addition to estimating the overall effect size for a hypothesis, meta-analyses can 284 

also assess differences among estimates or heterogeneity [68,69]. Understanding 285 

the sources of heterogeneity is an important step towards the correct interpretation 286 

of a meta-analytic mean, and it can be done using meta-regressions [20]. Here, we 287 

found that the percentage of variance that was not attributable to sampling error (i.e. 288 

heterogeneity) was moderate. This value is below what has been quantified in 289 

ecological and evolutionary meta-analyses [21], and indicates that we accounted for 290 

large differences among estimates. Our meta-regressions based on biological 291 

moderators explained 20-23% of the variance (Table 3). However, none of the 292 

biological moderators that we tested influenced the overall effect size, but this might 293 

be because of limited sample sizes. 294 
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The badge of status idea is more subtle than typically portrayed [70]. While the 295 

evolution of badges of status in New and Old World sparrows has been related to 296 

sociality during the non-breeding season [71], additional factors need to be involved 297 

if the signal is to function in reducing aggression but retaining honesty. A recent 298 

study on black-crested titmice (Baeolophus atricristatus) suggested that badges of 299 

status might function only in high-competition scenarios [72]. However, time of the 300 

year was not a strong predictor in our models, though most studies were conducted 301 

in captivity, where food is normally provided ad libitum. Badges of status are 302 

expected to function both within and between sexes [4,12]. Indeed, we found little 303 

evidence that the status signalling function of bib size differed between male-only 304 

and mixed-sex flocks. Interestingly, when competing for resources, possessing a 305 

badge of status would be beneficial for both males and females. However, males but 306 

not female house sparrows have a bib. This sexual dimorphism suggests that the 307 

bib’s function is likely more important when competing for resources other than 308 

essential, a priori non-sex-specific, resources such as food, water, sand baths and 309 

roosting sites. [73,74] reported that female house sparrows preferentially choose 310 

males with large bibs (but see [75]), and bib size has been positively correlated with 311 

sexual behaviour [76,77], which suggests that the bib may play a role in mate choice. 312 

Furthermore, the original status signalling hypothesis posits that the main benefit of 313 

using badges of status would be to avoid fights, which should be particularly 314 

important when interacting with non-familiar individuals [4,12]. Although we did not 315 

have data to test whether unfamiliarity between contestants is an important pre-316 

requisite for the status signalling hypothesis, we found no change in mean effect size 317 

when only obviously aggressive interactions were studied. In practice, testing 318 

whether the bib is important in mediating aggression between unfamiliar individuals 319 
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is difficult because the certainty of estimates of individual dominance increases over 320 

time as more contests are recorded, but so does familiarity between individuals. 321 

Our analyses have several potential limitations. First, although the number of studies 322 

included in this meta-analysis is more than double that of the previous meta-analysis 323 

[18], it is still limited. Also, it is likely (see above) that additional unpublished data are 324 

stored in “file drawers” sensu [60]. Second, most tests included in this study were still 325 

low-powered in terms of group size (median = 6 individuals/estimate, range = 4-41), 326 

and the sample size is inflated because some of the published studies pooled 327 

individuals from different groups (Fig 4). Third, although our results showed little 328 

evidence of an effect of sampling effort on the overall effect size, the quality of the 329 

data on dominance and bib size may still be a potential factor explaining differences 330 

between studies. Additionally, data from studies not specifically designed to test the 331 

status signalling hypothesis (such as some of the unpublished data) may be less 332 

prone to confirmation bias [78], although other unknown factors might affect the 333 

adequacy of such data for testing the hypothesis. Fourth, experimental effect sizes 334 

will normally be larger, because effects of confounding factors can be reduced [67]. 335 

However, our systematic review only identified two studies where the status 336 

signalling hypothesis was tested experimentally in house sparrows [37,79], 337 

preventing us from estimating the meta-analytic mean for experimental studies. 338 

Note, however, that the results of those experiments were inconclusive, and could be 339 

partially explained by the phenomenon known as regression to the mean [78].  340 

There are some additional explanations for the small and uncertain effect detected 341 

by our meta-analyses. First, different populations might be under different selective 342 

pressures regarding status signalling. Indeed, the population-specific heterogeneity 343 

(I2population ID) estimated in our meta-analyses was 15-16%, suggesting that 344 
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population-dependent effects might exist. Second, although none of the moderators 345 

had a strong influence on the overall effect size, the study-specific heterogeneity 346 

estimated in our meta-analyses (I2study ID = 20-21%) suggests that the uncertainty 347 

observed could still be explained by the status signal being context-dependent. 348 

Although context-dependence is often invoked to explain variation between studies, 349 

there is little evidence for it. Last, most studies testing the status signalling 350 

hypothesis in house sparrows are observational (Table 1), and the only two 351 

experimental studies conducted so far were inconclusive [37,79]. Thus, it cannot be 352 

ruled out that the weak correlation observed between dominance status and bib size 353 

is driven by a third, unknown variable. In this respect, it has been proposed that the 354 

association between melanin-based coloration (such as the bib; e.g. [80,81]) and 355 

aggression is due to pleiotropic effects of the genes involved in regulating the 356 

synthesis of melanin (reviewed by [82]). Furthermore, bib size has been shown to 357 

correlate with testosterone, a hormone often involved in aggressive behaviour ([83]; 358 

but see [84]). Future studies should shift the focus towards understanding the 359 

function of bib size in wild populations and increase considerably the number of birds 360 

studied per group. The latter is essential because the statistical power of published 361 

tests of the status signalling hypothesis in house sparrows is alarmingly low (power = 362 

8.5%, S4 Appendix) and lower than the average in behavioural ecology [85].  363 

In conclusion, our results challenge an established textbook example of the “badge 364 

of status” hypothesis to explain variation in ornament size. In house sparrows, we 365 

find no evidence that bib size consistently acts as a badge of status across studies 366 

and populations, and thus, this can no longer be considered a textbook example of 367 

the status signalling hypothesis. Furthermore, our analyses highlight the existence of 368 

publication and time-lag biases in the published literature, further undermining the 369 
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validity of past conclusions. Bias against the publication of small (“non-significant”) 370 

effects hinders scientific progress. We thus join the call for a change in incentives 371 

and scientific culture in ecology and evolution [78,86–88]. 372 

Materials and Methods 373 

Systematic review 374 

We used several approaches to maximize the identification of relevant studies. First, 375 

we included all studies reported in a previous meta-analysis that tested the 376 

relationship between dominance rank and bib size in house sparrows [18]. Second, 377 

we conducted a keyword search on the Web of Science, PubMed and Scopus from 378 

2006 to June 2017 to find studies published after [18], using the combination of 379 

keywords [“bib/badge”, “sparrow”, “dominance/status/fighting”]. Third, we screened 380 

all studies on house sparrows used in a meta-analysis that tested the relationship 381 

between dominance and plumage ornamentation across species [15] to identify 382 

additional studies that we may have missed in our keyword search. We screened 383 

titles and abstracts of all articles and removed the irrelevant articles before 384 

examining the full texts. We followed the preferred reporting items for systematic 385 

reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA: [89]; see S1 Appendix). We only included 386 

articles in which dominance was directly inferred from agonistic dyadic interactions 387 

over resources such as food, water, sand baths or roosting sites (S1 Table). 388 

Summary data extraction 389 

Some studies had more than one effect size estimate per group of birds studied. 390 

When the presence of multiple estimates was due to the use of different statistical 391 

analyses on the same data, we chose a single estimate based on the following order 392 

of preference: (1) direct reports of effect size per group of birds studied (e.g. 393 
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correlation coefficient), (2) inferential statistics (e.g. t, F and χ2 statistics) from 394 

analyses where group ID was accounted for and no other fixed effects were 395 

included, (3) direct reports of effect size where individuals from different groups 396 

where pooled together, (4) inferential statistics from models including other fixed 397 

effects. When the presence of multiple estimates was due to the use of different 398 

methods to estimate bib size and dominance rank on the same data, we chose a 399 

single estimate per group of birds or study based on the order of preference shown 400 

in S2 Appendix. 401 

Primary data acquisition 402 

We requested primary data (i.e. agonistic dyadic interactions and bib size measures) 403 

of all relevant studies identified by our systematic review. Additionally, we asked 404 

authors to share, if available, any unpublished data that could be used to test the 405 

relationship between dominance rank and bib size in house sparrows. We emailed 406 

the corresponding author, but if no reply was received, we tried contacting all the 407 

other authors listed. One study [33] provided all primary data in the original 408 

publication and, therefore, its author was not contacted. Last, we included our own 409 

unpublished data (S2 Appendix). 410 

Most studies recorded data from more than one group of birds (Table 1). For each 411 

primary dataset obtained, we inferred the dominance hierarchy of each group of 412 

birds from the observed agonistic dyadic interactions (wins and losses) between 413 

individuals using the randomized Elo-rating method, which estimates dominance 414 

hierarchies more precisely than other methods [49]. We then used the provided 415 

measures of individual bib size (e.g. area outlined from pictures) or, if possible, 416 

calculated bib area from length and width measures following [33]. Subsequently, we 417 
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estimated the Spearman’s rho rank correlation (ρ) between individual rank and bib 418 

size for each group of birds. For one study [42], we received the already inferred 419 

dominance hierarchies for each group of birds, which we then correlated with bib 420 

size to obtain ρ.  421 

Effect size coding 422 

Regardless of their source (primary or summary data), we transformed all estimates 423 

(e.g. ρ, F statistics, etc) into Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r), and then into 424 

standardized effect sizes using Fisher’s transformation (Zr) for between-study 425 

comparison. We used the equations from [90] and [91]. Since log(0) is undefined, r 426 

values equal to 1.00 and -1.00 were transformed to 0.975 and -0.975, respectively, 427 

before calculating Zr. Zr values of 0.100, 0.310 and 0.549 were considered small, 428 

medium and large effect sizes, respectively (equivalent benchmarks from [50]). 429 

When not reported directly, the number of individuals (n) was estimated from the 430 

degrees of freedom. The variance in Zr was calculated as: VZr = 1/(n-3). Estimates 431 

(k) based on less than four individuals were discarded (k = 33 estimates discarded).  432 

Meta-analyses 433 

We ran two multilevel meta-analyses to test whether dominance rank and bib size 434 

were positively correlated across studies. The first meta-analysis, “meta 1”, included 435 

published and unpublished (re-)analysed effect sizes (i.e. effect sizes estimated from 436 

the studies we obtained primary data from), plus the remaining published effect sizes 437 

obtained from summary data (i.e. effect sizes for which primary data were 438 

unavailable). 439 

Second, three studies reported “statistically non-significant” results without showing 440 

either the magnitude or the direction of the estimates (Table 1). Receipt of primary 441 
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data allowed us to recover some but not all the originally non-reported estimates. 442 

Two “non-significant” estimates were still missing. To test the robustness of the 443 

results to those two cases of selective reporting, we ran an additional meta-analysis 444 

(see [92] for a similar approach). This second meta-analysis, “meta 2”, was like meta 445 

1 but included the two non-significant non-reported estimates, which were assumed 446 

to be zero. Note that non-significant estimates can be either negative or positive, and 447 

thus, assuming that they were zero may have either underestimated or 448 

overestimated them, something we cannot know from non-reported estimates. Meta-449 

analyses based on published studies only are shown in S3 Appendix.  450 

We investigated inconsistency across studies by estimating the heterogeneity (I2) 451 

from our meta-analyses following [20]. I2 values around 25, 50 and 75% are 452 

considered as low, moderate and high levels of heterogeneity, respectively [69]. 453 

Meta-regressions 454 

We tested if season, group composition and/or the type of interactions recorded had 455 

an effect on the meta-analytic mean. For that, we ran two multilevel meta-456 

regressions that included the following moderators (hereafter “biological 457 

moderators”): (1) “season”, referring to whether the study was conducted during the 458 

non-breeding (September-February) or the breeding season (March-August); (2) 459 

“group composition”, referring to whether birds were kept in male-only or in mixed-460 

sex groups; and, (3) “type of interactions”, referring to whether the dyadic 461 

interactions recorded were only aggressive (e.g. threats and pecks), or also included 462 

interactions that were not obviously aggressive (e.g. displacements). Because only 463 

three of 19 studies were conducted in the wild (k = 12 estimates; Table 1), we did not 464 
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include a moderator testing for captive versus wild environments. The three 465 

biological moderators were mean-centred following [93] to aid interpretation. 466 

The ratio of agonistic dyadic interactions recorded to the total number of interacting 467 

individuals observed (hereafter “sampling effort”) is a measure of sampling effort that 468 

correlates positively and logarithmically with the ability to infer the latent dominance 469 

hierarchy [49]. The higher this ratio, the more precisely the latent hierarchy can be 470 

inferred [49]. For the subset of studies for which the primary data of the agonistic 471 

dyadic interactions were available (12 out of 19 studies; Table 1), we ran a multilevel 472 

meta-regression including sampling effort and its squared term as z-transformed 473 

moderators [93]. The squared term was included because of the observed 474 

logarithmic relationship between sampling effort and the method’s performance [49]. 475 

This meta-regression tested whether sampling effort had an effect on the meta-476 

analytic mean.  477 

For all meta-regressions, we estimated the percentage of variance explained by the 478 

moderators (R2
marginal) following [94]. 479 

Random effects 480 

All meta-analyses and meta-regressions included the two random effects “population 481 

ID” and “study ID”. Population ID was related to the geographical location of the 482 

population of birds studied. We used Google maps to estimate the distance over 483 

land (i.e. avoiding large water bodies) between populations, and assumed the same 484 

population ID when the distance was below 50 km (13 populations; Table 1). Study 485 

ID encompassed those estimates obtained within each specific study (19 studies). 486 

Two studies tested the prediction twice for the same groups of birds (Table 1) and, 487 

within each population, some individuals may have been sampled more than once. 488 
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However, we could not include “group ID” and/or “individual ID” as additional random 489 

effects due to either limited sample size or because the relevant data were not 490 

available.  491 

Detection of publication bias 492 

For the meta-analyses, we assessed publication bias using two methods that are 493 

based on the assumption that funnel plots should be symmetrical. First, we visually 494 

inspected asymmetry in funnel plots of meta-analytic residuals against the inverse of 495 

their precision (defined as the square root of the inverse of VZr). Funnel plots based 496 

on meta-analytic residuals (the sum of effect-size-level effects and sampling-497 

variance effects) are more appropriate than those based on effect sizes when 498 

multilevel models are used [20]. Second, we ran Egger’s regressions using the meta-499 

analytic residuals as the response variable, and the precision (see above) as the 500 

moderator [20]. If the intercept of such a regression does not overlap zero, estimates 501 

from the opposite direction to the meta-analytic mean might be missing and hence 502 

we consider this evidence of publication bias [20]. Further, we tested whether 503 

published estimates differed from unpublished estimates. For that, we ran a 504 

multilevel meta-regression that included population ID and study ID as random 505 

effects, and “unpublished” (two levels: yes (0), no (1)) as a moderator. This meta-506 

regression was based on meta 1 (i.e. it did not include the two non-reported 507 

estimates). We did not use the trim-and-fill method [95,96] because this method has 508 

been advised against when significant heterogeneity is present [29,97], as it was the 509 

case in our meta-analyses (see below). 510 

Finally, we analysed temporal trends in effect sizes that could indicate “time-lag 511 

bias”. Time-lag bias is common in the literature [63,64], and occurs when the effect 512 
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sizes of a specific hypothesis are negatively correlated with publication date (i.e. 513 

effect sizes decrease over time; [62]). We ran a multilevel meta-regression based on 514 

published effect sizes only, where “year of publication” was included as a z-515 

transformed moderator [20].  516 

All analyses were run in R v. 3.4.0 [98]. We inferred individual dominance ranks from 517 

agonistic dyadic interactions using the randomized Elo-rating method from the R 518 

package “aniDom” v. 0.1.3 [49,99]. Additionally, we described the dominance 519 

hierarchies observed in the groups of house sparrows for which primary data was 520 

available. For that we estimated the uncertainty of the dominance hierarchies using 521 

the R package “aniDom” v. 0.1.3 [49,99] and the triangle transitivity [100] using the R 522 

package “compete” 3.1.0 [101]. We used the R package “MCMCglmm” v. 2.24 [102] 523 

to run the multilevel meta-analytic (meta-regression) models [103]. For each meta-524 

analysis and meta-regression, we ran three independent MCMC chains for 2 million 525 

iterations (thinning = 1800, burn-in = 200,000) using inverse-Gamma priors (V = 1, 526 

nu = 0.002). Model chains were checked for convergence and mixing using the 527 

Gelman-Rubin statistic. The auto-correlation within the chains was < 0.1 in all cases. 528 

For each meta-analysis and meta-regression, we chose the model with the lowest 529 

DIC value to extract the posterior mean and its 95% highest posterior density 530 

intervals (hereafter 95% credible interval). 531 
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